
 



  



For sponsorship enquiries, please contact 

Connect Reading on 0118 591236 

Sponsors 

Official Corporate Sponsor 

 

  
 

 

Other Sponsors 

 

 
 

Supported by 

                                
 
Any queries regarding sponsorship then please contact Connect Reading 

on 01189591236. 

Awards 

 

 
 
RESCUE was the winner of the Pride of Reading 

‘Environmental Project Award 2010’ 



 

What  
RESCUE - Rivers and Environmental Spaces Clean-up Event - is an outdoor 

volunteer clean-up event. 
 

When  
A weekend and two week days in March and more recently an October event.  
 

Who  
Volunteers from Reading are the force behind RESCUE. 

Clean up teams are made up of people from neighbourhood, resident and 

community groups, local businesses, scouts, guides and other young groups, 

canal and river users and other local volunteers.   
 

The event is supported by Reading Borough Council (RBC), who provide 

equipment and rubbish pick-ups. Thames Water is a sponsor of the event. In 

addition, local businesses give in-kind support in various ways.  
 

Connect Reading and Oxford Road Community Garden form part of the 

steering group who help organise the event centrally. They are joined by some 

representatives from the clean-up teams and RBC representatives. 
 

Where 
Across, Reading, groups clean up in an area close to or of interest to them. 

Some groups are happy to work anywhere across Reading, and therefore are 

allocated a ‘litter hotspot’.   
 

Newbury, Earley, Wokingham and Bracknell also host annual clean-up events, 

however dates may not coincide with Reading RESCUE.  
 

Contact Reading RESCUE on: 
0118 937 2100 

Email: rescue@reading.org.uk 

Website: www.readingrescue.org.uk 

mailto:rescue@reading.org.uk
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Background : RESCUE 
 

Reading RESCUE is Britain’s largest voluntary clean-up event*. The event 

was formed in 1989 with a small group of fisherman and boaters taking 

rubbish out of the river. As the event grew, the organisers needed help 

removing the growing amount of rubbish and recruited the Environment 

Agency and Local Authorities to help.  
 

In the past, the event covered the Kennet and Avon Canal corridor from 

Reading upstream to Hungerford and the River Thames from Pangbourne 

downstream to Reading. 
 
 

Map of Readings parks & rivers 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

*Unofficially 



  

RESCUE at Present 
 

In more recent years, the event includes more woodlands, parks, open 

spaces, highway verges and school grounds where dumped rubbish and 

litter has become a problem.  

 

Currently, RESCUE presents itself as a proven clean-up event which 

includes around 500 volunteers and removes 8 tons of rubbish 

annually. 

 

Now we have a wider range of groups taking part in the event.  

 

Teams will choose to clear an area that is of interest to them, for 

example, residents form a clean-up team to clear up their immediate 

neighbourhood. 

 

 

Different community groups forming  
Clean-up Teams for RESCUE 
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How RESCUE can support your event 
 

RESCUE brings together and supports all the clean up events 

through a committee of representatives from our major partners 

and volunteers including: 

 

 RBC 

 Thames Water 

 The Kennet and Avon Canal Trust 

 Connect Reading 

 Oxford Road Community Garden 

 GLOBE groups 

 

 

Below: diagram showing RESCUE’s role in the management  
of the event and the areas it is able to help in.  

Opposite: more ways RESCUE can help your event 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

Publicity 
 

RESCUE helps publicity of the overall event through press 

releases, its official website, Facebook and Twitter and 

newsletters.  

 

We also have banners and flags available to use for promotions by 

any teams wanting to borrow them. 

 

Likewise community groups and businesses promote the event on 

their websites and to their community.  
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RESCUE is able to help clean up teams in the following ways: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Recycling and Waste 
 

Waste strategies in England focus on increasing the recycling rates 

from waste leading to the diversion of waste from landfill and 

advocates the importance of responsible waste management. Since 

2010, RESCUE has emphasised waste segregation into two categories- 

general and recycling aiming to increase recycling from the event (see 

figure below). 
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The number of clean up teams and amount of  

Waste and recycling collected between 2010-2012: 

 

 
 

The amount of recycling has increased from 2010-2012 as has the 

amount of general waste. The increasing amount of waste picked up is 

due to the increasing amount of volunteers and the addition of an 

October event. We would like to see these numbers increase further! 

 

 

 

Benefits of taking part 
 

 Creates a do good and feel good attitude. 

 Makes a difference in local areas. 

 Showing appreciation for the local area by taking care of its 

surroundings. 

 Creates a sense of achievement. 

 Builds up neighbourly spirit and community pride. 

 Changing littering behavior and the attitude of the community. 

 Certificates for children who participate in a clean-up event. 

 Improvement in the environment leads to improving the quality of 

life in the area. 
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How to take part in RESCUE 

There are two ways that you can participate in the event. You may 

either choose to register and participate in this event as a team or as 

an individual. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If you want to participate as an individual in the clean-up event, please 

contact RESCUE directly. You will either be placed in one of the 

existing teams or a team will be formed from individuals to make a new 

team. 

 

Alternatively, if you have decided to start you own team, you should 

follow these three steps: 

 

 
 

Select a clean-up site 

Select an area around Reading such as your community area, public 

spaces or a park which requires attention.  

 

Participating volunteers are provided with equipment for the clean-up 

event, including litter pickers, gloves and sacks. 

 

However, if you have some volunteers but no site to clear up, RESCUE 

will be able to find a ‘hot spot’ for you to clean up. 

 

 

However, if you have some volunteers but no site to clear up, 

RESCUE 

 

will be able to find a ‘hot spot’ for you to clean up. 

Take part in 

RESCUE event 

Join a team 
Start your own 

team 



  

Register with RESCUE 
 

You will need to fill out the online registration form to let us know 

that you are participating in the event. 

 

In order to co-ordinate RBC rubbish pick-ups between groups, 

please state your time and location before the event actually 

starts. The registration form also asks you about what equipment 

you will need for the event and conformation of rubbish pick-up 

times and location. Therefore please inform us where are you 

working, what time do you want us to pick-up your collected rubbish 

and equipment details. 

 

Please fill in the online survey link. This helps us to order necessary 

extra equipment for the event, where possible.  
 

Get Support (Optional) 
 

You can publicise the event through different media. In previous 

years, the event has been featured on Meridian News, South Today 

and local radio. The event has also been covered by Reading 

Chronicle and Get Reading with double page spreads in earlier 

years. 

  

Furthermore contact a local businesses or organisation in your 

community (see Appendix one) who may support your event in the 

following ways:  

 Refreshments for volunteers, 

 Providing publicity or extra equipment, or 

 Provide prizes for volunteers. 

 

Social Networking 
 

Another way you could advertise your event or get support is to use 

social networking sites. Reading Rescue is on Twitter 

@ReadingRESCUE and Facebook ‘Reading RESCUE’.  This will help 

you raise the profile of your event beforehand and post photos of 

your achievements afterwards.  
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Health and Safety 
 
To have a safe and enjoyable event, it’s important to consider 

and communicate your risk assessment to volunteers before you 

start work.  

 

Please read the health and safety instructions below and also 

make your team aware of them: 
 

 

 Do not lean over the water, wade in or climb onto 

overhanging branches. 

 Be careful when litter picking and don’t put your 

hands where you can’t see. There may be something 

sharp in a pile of rubbish that could cause injury – 

please use litter pickers 

 Leave, or get help to lift heavy objects. 

 Wear gloves when handling any rubbish. 

 Do not work on your own. Let someone in your group 

know where you are if you are out of sight. 

 Be especially careful if you have youngsters working 

with you, keep an eye on them. 

 If you find any hazardous items, leave them where 

they are and inform the RESCUE hotline. We will 

advise you what to do and make arrangements to 

have them collected. 

 If there is an accident call the emergency services. 

If it is a minor accident please locate your nearest 

first aid box and administer appropriate care. 
 

 

See extra health and safety information volunteers and 

guidelines for working with people under the age of 18 in 

Appendix 2 and 3. 



 

Insurance 
 

If you are a group who have your own insurance, please carry out a  

risk assessment and submit a copy to the organisers. If you do not 

have insurance, for this event only RBC may be able to cover you if a 

risk assessment is carried out with a RBC staff member and a member 

of the group. Please let us know which applies to you.  

This is very important as RESCUE can not support your event until 

insurance is in place.  

 

Risk Assessment 
 

In order to ensure that RESCUE is safe for volunteers and the public, 

we ask that a risk assessment be completed on site. This is quite 

simple to do and if an accident should occur, then you will be prepared. 

However, each area is different and so are the potential hazards. 

Please inform all the volunteers about the dangers identified in your 

area. Please see Appendix 4 for a blank copy of a risk assessment. 

 

If you do not have insurance or risk assessment submitted to 

us then we are not able to support your event. 
 

RESCUE Hotline 
 

Our hotline numbers are 0118 937 2100 / 07515 314 713 which are 

open during the event days from 9AM to 5PM. Please ring the number 

in following cases: 

 When you need a pick-up of one of the items in the hazardous 

waste list. 

 When you find needles. 

 When you are dropping off equipment. 

 

Please be aware of the different waste categories and how to dispose 

of these, please see Appendix 5. 
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Your Feedback 
 

Your feedback on how your event went is useful  to us for when we plan 

future events.  

 

Email your feedback to rescue@reading.gov.uk  

 

We would like to know: 

 The number of volunteers & hours worked, 

 How much rubbish / bin bags you collected and any ‘funny finds’, 

 Any comments or opinions shared by volunteers. 

 Any newsworthy projects for example the involvement of school 

children or any remarkable participation. 

 How long it took to organise your event, before the actual event 

started. 

 

Press Release 
A Press release for RESCUE Clean-up event will go out straight after the 

event. Waste statistics of the event and your feedback will be included 

as an essential part of the press release. You can also create your own 

press release (please see Appendix 6).   

 

We will also publish a newsletter from time to time and include statistics 

of the event on our website www.readingrescue.org.uk  

Various kinds of waste collected by a School clean-up team (2010) 

mailto:rescue@reading.gov.uk
http://www.readingrescue.org.uk/


  
  

Evaluation  
 

An evaluation meeting will be held in March/ April, where the RESCUE 

supporters and clean up teams will meet to discuss the outcomes of the 

event. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

EGRA with their waste on a RESCUE Clean-up event 2013 

 

Litter Survey 
 

We are now asking volunteers and residents to fill in a litter survey to 

help RESCUE identify the state of the littering problem in Reading. The 

web address below allows you access to the survey form: 

http://goo.gl/vN8mS  

 

You can pick a certain location to carry out your litter survey.  Questions 

will relate to the amount and type of litter in the area and your views on 

where the litter comes from. 

 

 

http://goo.gl/vN8mS
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Appendix 1:  

Hints and Tips for a successful sponsorship 
 

 Try to choose a sponsor who has local involvement in your area 

 Find out the right person to contact e.g. Manager or Fund 

Holder 

 Make contact personally and be prepared to talk about the 

event. 

 Follow up communication. It is always useful to have a 

conversation with the company to find out why they can’t 

sponsor you. 

 

 

Thames Waters RESCUE event in 2013.  

Thames Water is  our official sponsor. 



 
  

Appendix 2:  

Health and Safety 

 
Weil’s Disease 
 

This is a rare water-borne disease.  

To reduce the chances of contracting it: 

 Do not put your hands near your face without washing them first 

 Avoid eating, drinking, smoking, or rubbing your eyes until you 

have washed your hands 

 If you have a cut, please ensure that it is covered with a secure 

waterproof dressing. 

 

If you feel unwell in the month after the clean-up, with symptoms like 

a bad cold, please visit your doctor for further advise and tell them 

that you have been working near water. 

 

Care for the Environment 
 

Much of the work you will be doing is in the ‘homes’ of our wildlife. 

Certain wildlife may actually be living in the rubbish you are clearing 

up. Some disturbance is unavoidable but please keep disturbance to the 

absolute minimum. 

 

You may find hibernating hedgehogs or other animals. Please make sure 

they are disturbed as little as possible. 

 

Likewise, although it is a bit early for birds to be nesting you may find 

one. Please leave it alone. Move away and clean-up somewhere else.  It 

is better to leave a bit of rubbish than to disturb a nesting bird. 

 

 



 

Appendix 3:  

Guidelines for RESCUE volunteers under 18 
As RESCUE is a bi annual event where volunteers may not necessarily work 

with children regularly, CRB checks are not required (as it is an open event 

with people coming and going) but if personal information of children is 

held, then a CRB check needs to be carried out. 

 

This holding of information is not recommended. However, it is better to 

ask for parental permission for their children to participate in the event. 

It is therefore important to send the form home for parents to sign that 

they are happy for their child to attend. 

 

If children turn up unaccompanied to an event, make sure they are never 

working alone. Put them with other children or get them to join a group of 

adults. If they are very young and at risk of being harmed during 

completion of the task, it may be appropriate to ask them to come back 

with a guardian who can work with them. When briefing children about 

safety instructions before starting work, consider their age, levels of 

experience and maturity, as some extra guidelines may be required 

(highlighted in your risk assessment). 

 

Children must be advised to get away from any people or situations that 

are threatening and ask them to tell a trusted adult if anyone or anything 

makes them frightened, uncomfortable or confused. 

 

The following things need to be considered when working with children: 

 Always avoid unnecessary physical contact. 

 Avoid taking children in cars, however short the journey. 

 If you are in a situation where you have to be alone with a child, 

make sure others can clearly see you. 

 Do not make suggestive or inappropriate remarks to or about a child, 

even in fun, as this could be misinterpreted. 

 Children should not be asked for personal information about 

themselves, including name and telephone number. 

 Maintain appropriate relationships with a child or vulnerable adult. 

 

If a child or vulnerable adult makes any kind of accusation regarding a 

member of staff / volunteer, you should report this immediately to the 

Designated or Named Officer for Child Protection. 



  
 

 

 

 

Hazard (description of 

condition/situation) 

Precautions to reduce the risk Please see table below to calculate the total risk 

Likelihood 

(1-5) 

Severit y (1-

5) 

Total Risk (LxS) (Do not 

proceed if more than 10) 

Weather Windy, rain, sun Wear appropriate clothing    
Ground conditions: Uneven surfaces, wet or sloping 

surfaces 

Wear appropriate foot wear 

Walk with care 
   

Risk to volunteer including 

children: 

Sharp objects & needles 

Lifting heavy items 

Avoid needles-call RESCUE 

hotline. Children to be accompanied at all 

times 

Use litter pickers when handling all rubbish, Lift 

heavy items with caution– leave heavy items when not safe and do not lift heavy 

items alone. Bend your knees keeping your back straight. 

   

Risk to public Equipment / bags left in 

pathway 

Leave bags / rubbish in allocated area, away from 

path 
   

Near Roads Being struck by vehicle Care when crossing. Supervisors to ensure group are 

safe. 
   

Near water: Weils disease from contact with 

water. 

 
Falling into water, steep banks 

Don’t lean in or over water, take care on banks. Wash 

hands before eating. Work on side away from waters edge if bank steep. Identify 

& use life ring if available, call 999 in emergency. 

   

Isolated areas/workers:  Work in pairs or threes at least 

Identify meeting point and time for breaks etc 
   

Use of tools: 

litter pickers, 

Being hit by litter picker, cuts / 

infection from litter 

Handle tools with care.  Don’t handle litter with bear 

hands. Wear closed shoes and long sleeves. 
   

Date assessment completed: 

 
RBC Assessor (if required) Signature: 

 
Print name: 

Representative from group 

 
Signature: Print name: 

For the event please note – 

First aider (if any): 

 
Nearest telephone: Mobile 

Nearest hospital/doctor: 

Notes: 

Site Area 
Group Name: 

Appendix 4: Risk Assessment 



 
  

The aim is to reduce the risk by prevention or control measures so far as is reasonably practicable. 

 

Explanatory Note: 

 

Risk (Likelihood) 

16-25 Very high  (Do not proceed) Almost certain Self-explanatory 

12-15 High  (Do not proceed) Probable More likely than not to occur 

6-10  Medium (Proceed with care) Possible Has the potential to occur 

1-5  Low (Proceed with care) Remote Unlikely to occur Improbable Occurrence is extremely unlikely 

 

Severity 

Multi fatality  Self explanatory 

Fatality  Self explanatory 

Major injury Reportable incident under ……….. such as fracture of bones, dislocation, amputation, occupational diseases  (e.g. asthma, 

dermatitis), loss of sight. 

Minor injury First aid administered.  This would include minor, cuts, bruising, abrasions and strains or sprains of ligaments, tendons, 

muscles 

Negligible impact  Self explanatory 
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Appendix 5: Waste Disposal 
 

During the clean-up event, it is likely you will locate various kinds 

of waste ranging from paper and textiles, to hazardous waste 

like chemicals. RESCUE wants to dispose of these responsibly. 

 

General Waste Categories and Collection 
 

As we are required to meet higher recycling targets and thus 

reducing the amount of waste incinerated or thrown into landfill., 

RESCUE asks its clean up teams to separate the rubbish found as 

shown in the table below: 

 
Waste 
Type 

Collection Action 

Recyclab
les 

Clean items only: 
plastic 

bottles, cans and 
tins 

Clear bag (double 
up) 

Collected by 
RBC 

Scrap metal 
Separate at 
collection 

point 
Collected by 

RBC 

Glass Orange bag 

Take to 
public 

recycling 

bins 

Non- 
recycla
bles/ 

Landfill 
General rubbish Orange bag Collected by 

RBC 

 

The collected rubbish will be picked up by RBC vehicles during 

the event at a time agreed by you and the Council. 

 

Hazardous Waste 

There are certain items that have to be disposed of  

separately in line with landfill regulations and must 

 not be collected together with general waste. 

 

 



 
  

 

Items classified as ‘controlled waste’ 

 Asbestos 

 Batteries / car / household / mobile phones 

 Chemicals such as household DIY Paint and garden 

chemicals such as weed killer 

 Clinical waste such as medicines and needles 

 Electrical and Electronic Equipment such as (televisions / 

computers /computer monitors / cables / White goods such 

as (cookers / fridges & freezers) 

 Engine oil and other oils and liquids 

 Florescent lights / light bulbs 

 Fire Extinguishers 

 Gas cylinders 

 Tyres and inner tubes (car / motorbikes / bicycles) 

 

 

 

This hazardous waste needs to be collected separately by RBC. 

Leave them at the agreed rubbish pick up point and inform the 

RESCUE hotline that you have special items to be collected. 

 

If you come across any needles or asbestos please leave them 

where they are and call the hotline, who will arrange for them to 

be collected by a specialist. However, if you are not certain if 

items are ‘controlled waste’ or not, then please leave it to the 

side to be looked at and collected separately. 



 

Appendix 6: How To Write A Press Release 
 

This page is designed to give you a guide to writing a press release for 

your community group. Remember that effective publicity might help you 

gain more members by drawing attention to the work that you are doing 

in the community. 

 

Points to bear in mind 

 Is your press release short and to the point? – One A4 page is 

sufficient. Long and wordy press releases tend to be less effective. 

 Have you answered key questions about your event, for example 

o Who 

o What 

o Where 

o Why 

o and very importantly – When 

 

Have you included a small paragraph giving background / history of the 

event? (Giving details about what has happened in previous years may 

encourage more volunteers). 

 

Following on from the previous point, have you encouraged your 

community to join in the event? – The more people involved the more 

successful your event will be. 

 

 You must include contact details for your group, preferably giving a 

telephone number of someone who can be contacted during the day. 

 

Have you included quotes from the Chair of your group? You might even 

want to include quotes from a local Councilor / Politician who will support 

the event. This will be good publicity for them, too. 

 

Have you included an image? Where possible try to include images of 

your event in the press release 

 

Finally make sure you include information detailing which organisations / 

agencies support the event. Please see the draft press release for 

information. 


